PLUZZABLES
Deliveries Edition
(February 1, 2022)

PLUZZABLES are “playable puzzles”, a series of games
you play during or after assembling a puzzle.
In the Deliveries edition, players assemble a town map
in order to deliver items to secret locations around town.
Components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 pieces to frame 17x17 magnetic brainteaser puzzle
70 magnetic town and road tiles
two sets of delivery cards for 49 secret locations
84 game pieces
4 trucks
magnetic receptive sheet to hold magnetics
dice
web app for “take a chance” actions.

Note that you will have either wooden or magnetic
puzzle pieces.

Item Tiles:

Building Tiles:

Roadblock:
Road Tiles and Locations:
Hazard:

Secret Delivery Location Cards:

Location Randomizers:

Take a Chance:

Setup
Cooperatively build the puzzle and construct your town
as follows:
1. Lay the magnetic receptive sheet on your table.
2. Assemble the frame in place.
3. Construct your town as needed.
4. Randomly scatter the building pieces.
5. Connect longer road segments among the buildings.
6. Add the stop signs at choke points like intersections.
7. Ensure all locations are in your town.
8. Fill any holes with smaller road pieces.
With the map completed, prepare to play:
1. Set aside the roadblock and hazard tiles.
2. Randomly place the item tiles on building squares.
3. Give each player a truck to place on any road square.
4. Shuffle the delivery location cards and give each
player one location identifier and one location card.

Sample Layout

Game Play
In turn, each player performs the following:
1. Rolls both dice. The number represents the maximum
range of truck movement. See below for Doubles Roll
exception.
2. Moves their truck in any non-diagonal direction to
any desired location within range.
3. Optionally drops off an item from their truck in order
to exchange for a better item.
4. If adjacent to an item, optionally picks up the item at
that location as long as the maximum items in their
truck does not exceed three.
5. If at their secret delivery location, reveals the
location cards and moves the item(s) in their truck in
front of the player.
Note: Upon collecting an item, flip it upside down in case
a player is given a “steal” action.
Note: Each time you play, create a completely different
layout. Post your game board images on Instagram with
the hash tag #pluzzables and tag @brainy.games.

Delivery Locations
Your delivery destination is a combination of a random
delivery code and a number on a road. Keep your pair of
delivery cards secret until your truck reaches its
destination.
For example, with the following pair, your secret delivery
location is 28:

Moving Your Truck
Trucks move along the road tiles. You cannot move
through a roadblock. Roadblocks can only be removed
(or added) through an online action.
You can crash into your opponent’s truck to temporarily
disable it. Place the triangular hazard tile next to the

truck. The affected player loses their next turn and
returns the hazard tile.
Special Actions Upon Double Roll
Whenever a double is rolled, you have the opportunity to
either double the truck range or use the web app to
generate a random action. Using your mobile device, visit
www.Pluzzables.com, navigate to the Deliveries section
and activate the web app (delivery.php). Follow the
action indicated.
Actions include trading locations with your opponent,
stealing an item and more.
Stop Sign – Take a Chance
When your truck lands on
or immediately in front of a
stop sign, use the web app
to perform a random action.
Follow the directions to
your advantage.

Ending the Game
When all items have been collected, each player scores
the value of their items. Group your items by category.
Groups of two or more related items will yield more
points as follows:
2X Double the value of two items of the same category
3X Triple the value of three similar items.
4X Quadruple the value of four related items.
5X Five times the value of five or more similar items.
You cannot combine categories for scoring. Pick the best
category to yield the most points.
The winner will have the highest number of points. In
case of a tie, the youngest (tied) player will win.
Item Categories
These are the main categories for grouping items for
bonus scores:
Appliance, Clothing, Container, Device, Flat, Food, Fun &
Games, Furniture, Metallic, Wooden, Musical, Paper, Pet,
Round, Same Overall Color, Sporty Item, Tool.

Strategies
Pick up items in the same category for bonus points at
delivery. For example, when three food items are
dropped off, their point value is doubled to 6 points
instead of 3 points. Trade items to increase your delivery
score.
More Pluzzables
Scavengers: find and claim items.
Deliveries: Build a town and race to collect items.
This Was War: explore and collect matching vintage war
posters, decode secret words.
Letter Boxes: find words hidden in mail boxes.
Maze: build a maze and collect sacks of money.
Collages: find pairs of adjacent items.
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